### Snyder Classification Crosswalk

**Cofield small**
- (retraction dimensions 0-1 or retraction stage 1)
- max tear size 1cm (tendons torn = 1 or max tendons torn = 1)

**Cofield medium**
- (retraction dimensions 1-3cm or retraction stage 2)
- max tear size is 2cm

**Cofield large**
- (retraction dimensions 3-5cm OR retraction stage 3)
- max tear size is 3-4cm

**Cofield massive**
- (retraction dimensions 5cm OR retraction stage 4)
- (tendons torn ≥2 or max tendons torn ≥ 2)

**Snyder C1**

**Snyder C2**

**Snyder C3**

**Snyder C4**

---

**Fig. E-1**

Classification factors and definitions used to crosswalk to Snyder classifications.